Biofabrication of a Functional Tubular Construct from Tissue Spheroids Using Magnetoacoustic Levitational Directed Assembly
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In traditional tissue engineering, synthetic or natural scaffolds are usually used as removable temporal support, which involves some biotechnology limitations. The concept of “scaffold” approach utilizing the physical fields instead of biomaterial scaffold has been proposed recently. In particular, a combination of intense magnetic and acoustic fields can enable rapid levitational bioassembly of complex-shaped 3D tissue constructs from tissue spheroids at low concentration of paramagnetic agent (gadolinium salt) in the medium. In the current study, the tissue spheroids from human bladder smooth muscle cells (myospheres) are used as building blocks for assembling the tubular 3D constructs. Levitational assembly is accomplished at low concentrations of gadolinium salts in the high magnetic field at 9.5 T. The biofabricated smooth muscle constructs demonstrate contraction after the addition of vasoconstrictive agent endothelin-1. Thus, hybrid magnetoacoustic levitational bioassembly is considered as a new technology platform in the emerging field of formative biofabrication. This novel technology of scaffold-free, nozzle-free, and label-free bioassembly opens a unique opportunity for rapid biofabrication of 3D tissue and organ constructs with complex geometry.

1. Introduction

Despite recent serious advances in the field of tissue engineering, the creation of the multilayer complex tubular constructs is still a challenge.[1] Many organ systems of the human body consist of tubular structures, especially cardiovascular, respiratory, urinary, and gastrointestinal systems. Historically, the development of tissue-engineered blood vessels (TEBV) predominates over other tubular tissue types. In 1986 Weinberg and Bell pioneered the TEBV by casting collagen with smooth muscle cells (SMCs) and fibroblasts in the tubular mold with subsequent culturing.[2] Another approach—cell sheet assembly—was introduced in 1998 by L’Heureux et al., who wrapped cell sheets cultured of SMCs and fibroblasts around a mandrel to produce a multilayer TEBV.[3] This approach was further modified and applied by several groups.[4–6] In addition to TEBV, cell sheet technology
was also applied to create tubular genitourinary graft,[7,8] urethra,[9] and colon graft.[6] Besides hydrogel casting and cell sheet technologies, the strategy based on the use of cell-laden scaffold material has been applied.[10] In vascular tissue engineering, this approach has been explored for a wide range of materials, including synthetic polymers,[10,11] natural polymers,[12] decellularized porcine,[13] or human organs.[14] The use of cell-laden scaffold with tubular shape for urethra reconstruction has been reported in some preclinical[15–17] and clinical studies.[18]

3D bioprinting is an emerging technology that has the potential to create complex multilayer tissue constructs, as it provides control over the architecture of the construct by the automatic deposition process. Zhang et al. used 3D bioprinting technology to create a cell-laden urethra using synthetic biodegradable polymer, urothelial cells, and SMCS.[19] Pi et al. applied microfluidic bioprinting to produce multilayer tubular urothelial and vascular tissue constructs.[20] Meanwhile, Ito et al. demonstrated an original method for the robotic-assisted assembly of tubular organs, in particular, vascular tissue utilizing the circle-shaped metal needles as a temporary framework for spheroids prepared from fibroblasts or SMCS. In this technology (called “Kenzan method”), patterned spheroids were then placed into a bioreactor to support their fusion process and finally to remove the needles from a mature rigid tubular construct.[21,22] In another approach, proposed by Norotte et al., various vascular cell types were aggregated into discrete units, either multicellular spheroids or cylinders of controllable diameter, which then were printed layer-by-layer concomitantly with agarose rods, used here as a molding template. A unique aspect of this method was the ability to construct the hierarchical vessel trees, consisted of tubes with distinct diameters and shapes.[23]

As an alternative to the scaffold-based approach, new scaffold-free technologies based on using physical fields as temporal support have been developed for the rapid fabrication of tissue constructs with complex geometry. Several research groups successfully applied acoustic waves as a tool for patterning cells and tissue spheroids into densely packed functional 3D tissue constructs, such as 3D cardiac tissue constructs.[24] 3D ring-shaped tissue construct formed by fusion fibroblast and endothelial cells spheroids[25] and 3D ring-shaped soft cellu-robots from neurons and astrocytes.[26] Apart from the acoustic field, the principle of magnetic levitation can be also utilized as a patterning tool to produce complex 3D tissue structures. Magnetic levitational assembly, in turn, can be achieved either by using paramagnetic agents[27–30] or magnetic nanoparticles entrapped by cells.[31–33]

It should be noted that, unlike nanoparticles, paramagnetic agents could be easily removed from constructs at the end of the biofabrication process. However, high concentrations of gadolinium salts commonly applied as a paramagnetic agent for magnetic levitational assembly can also be toxic for cells.[34,35]

In this study, we biofabricated viable tubular tissue constructs from human bladder SMCS tissue spheroids by combining magnetic levitational and acoustic assembly. Previously, we reported the assembly of ring-shaped tissue construct in the magnetoacoustic field[36] generated with permanent magnets, using a very high, potentially toxic, concentration of gadolinium salts. Here, to achieve the magnetic levitational assembly at a low concentration of the paramagnetic medium, we once again used a 50 mm bore, 31 T Bitter magnets in High Field Magnet Laboratory, Radboud University, Nijmegen, the Netherlands as in our previous study.[37]

Evaluation of the functional activity for tissue-engineered constructs containing contractile smooth muscle elements is an important stage of their testing at the preclinical stage. To do this, various biological and pharmacological constrictor agents, such as phenylephrine, prostaglandin, and adenine nucleotides, can be used.[18,39] Recently, a high-throughput in vitro ring assay for vasoactivity using magnetic 3D bioprinting has been shown. The principle behind this assay is the magnetic printing of vascular SMCS into 3D rings, whose contraction can be altered by vasodilators and vasoconstrictors.[40] In our study, we used endothelin-1 to demonstrate the viability and the contractility of tubular construct assembled in a high magnetic field using hybrid magnetoacoustic technology.

2. Results

2.1. Simulation of the Assembly Process

The conceptual flow chart of the experiment for levitational magnetic-acoustic fabrication of a construct from tissue spheroids is shown in Figure 1. The parameters for the magnetoacoustic levitational assembly of the ring- and tube-shaped tissue constructs were selected using computer modeling. The distribution of acoustic pressure generated by cylindrical piezoelectric transducer in the region of interest and its action on the particles is shown in Figure 2a,b. To predict the trajectories of particles moving in the magnetoacoustic field and to pattern the formation of a solid tube, the transient particle motion under all acting forces was simulated. As expected, particles collected in the nodes of standing acoustic waves levitated under the action of a magnetophoretic force and formed a solid tube with a radius equal to the first standing field node radius. The results of numerical simulation (Figure 2c–e) were reproduced in the experiment. The shape of the fabricated tissue construct was in good agreement with the results of the simulation.

2.2. The Effect of Gadobutrol on Viability and Biomechanical Properties of Tissue Spheroids

For magnetoacoustic levitational assembly of 3D tubular tissue-engineered constructs, we used contractile biologic objects
Figure 1. The conceptual flow chart of the experiment for levitational magnetic-acoustic fabrication of a construct from tissue spheroids.

Figure 2. Results of numerical modeling of the acoustic standing field and the process of the construct assembly in the magnetoacoustic field: a) distribution of acoustic pressure amplitude inside the transducer, b) distribution of radiation force magnitude, c) illustration of particles accumulation in the nodes of acoustic pressure field, d) a coaxial structure of standing wave nodes inside the cylindrical transducer, and e) the resulting tubular assembly, obtained in the magnetoacoustic field as a result of particle motion tracing.
whose functionality could be further validated. Thus, we selected human bladder SMCs (hbSMCs) that contract in response to endothelin-1 and other agents.\cite{41} Tissue spheroids with regular size and shape were prepared using MicroTissues 3D Petri dish micromolds (Figure S1a,b, Supporting Information). The average 1 d old spheroid diameter was 454 ± 25 µm. The average spheroid roundness was 0.93 ± 0.04.

First, we estimated the influence of gadobutrol on the viability and mechanical properties of tissue spheroids (Figure S1c,d, Supporting Information). The viability of cells within tissue spheroids was analyzed using the CellTiter-Glo 3D kit based on bioluminescent Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) detection in viable cells. At 20 × 10\(^{-3}\) M gadobutrol tissue spheroids demonstrated almost 100% viability, whereas 50 × 10\(^{-3}\) M gadobutrol caused the viability decrease to 87% (Figure S1c, Supporting Information). The significant toxic effect on tissue spheroids was revealed at 250 × 10\(^{-3}\) M gadobutrol. It is worth mentioning that the mechanical properties of tissue spheroids directly depend on their viability. In particular, the increase in the internal content of dead cells reduces the elastic properties (elastic modulus or Young’s modulus), which can be measured using standard methods of tensiometry. Earlier, we revealed a similar correlation for spheroids prepared from sheep chondrocytes (chondrospheres).\cite{30} The influence of gadobutrol on mechanical properties of tissue spheroids prepared from hbSMCs in the current study was also estimated by tensiometry using microsquisher with parallel plates modification. As shown in Figure S1d in the Supporting Information, 20 × 10\(^{-3}\) and 50 × 10\(^{-3}\) M gadobutrol did not alter tissue spheroids biomechanics, while the increase of gadobutrol concentration up to 250 × 10\(^{-3}\) M resulted in a significant decrease of elastic modulus value, evidently caused by the toxic effect of gadobutrol.

We also investigated the dynamics of spheroids fusion in the presence of different gadobutrol concentrations for 24 h (Figure S2, Supporting Information) as tissue level biomarker of tissue spheroids viability. The intersphere angle, contact length, and doublet length were measured according to the method described by Susienka et al.\cite{42} All spheroid pairs demonstrated approximately the same rates of fusion regardless of the presence of gadobutrol. Contact length gradually increased as a function of time and after 24 h it was equal to the initial diameter of a single spheroid. At the same time, the growth of contact length for spheroid doublets in 50 × 10\(^{-3}\) M gadobutrol was slightly slower than one for spheroid doublets in 20 × 10\(^{-3}\) M gadobutrol and without the addition of gadobutrol. Intersphere angle increased up to 160°, indicating almost complete spheroid fusion. Doublet length shortened gradually and represented 72% of the original value after 24 h of incubation.

### 2.3. Assembly of 3D Tissue Constructs in a High Magnetic and Acoustic Fields

We achieved the levitation of the tissue spheroids in a high magnetic field with an intensity of 9.5 T. After the generation of the acoustic field, levitating tissue spheroids started to assemble into ring-shaped and tubular structures (Figure S3, Supporting Information). Figure 3a demonstrates the transformation of the randomly distributed particles to the ring by gradually adjusting the amplitude of the acoustic wave, thus, changing the intensity of
Figure 4. The characterization of tubular construct biofabricated by magnetoacoustic levitation during 8 h at $20 \times 10^{-3}$ M gadobutrol: a) photograph of construct inside of agarose cuvette, b) a stereo image of the construct, c) histology of construct, d) Live/Dead assay of construct: phase contrast, calcein-AM (green) and propidium iodide (red) from left to right, e) SEM of the construct, f) a contraction of the construct during 120 min in the presence of $50 \times 10^{-9}$ M endothelin-1, and g) the dynamic of area decrease caused by $50 \times 10^{-9}$ M endothelin-1 ($n = 3$).

Figure 4a,b shows tubular tissue construct created from tissue spheroids after 8 h of magnetoacoustic levitational assembly. It should be noted that during the levitation for 8 h, the tubular tissue constructs underwent subtle changes in size (some thinning of the wall thickness) due to the process of tissue spheroids fusion, but this did not affect their stable retention by the acoustic field. To evaluate cell viability in the biofabricated tissue construct, we performed histology analysis and Live/Dead assay (Figure 4c,d). The construct consisted of viable cells tightly packed inside tissue spheroids. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis proved the fusion of tissue spheroids into the

the acoustic radiation force. The height of the construct depended on the number of particles initially placed in the cuvette. Figure 3b shows the resulting tubular construct (bottom view and side view through the system of mirrors), observed at several frequencies. Stepwise change of resonance frequency led to the shift in ring-shape construct diameter (Figure 3c and Video S1, Supporting Information). Thus, we were able to regulate the parameters of the assembly to obtain the desired size of the construct. The dependence of the assembly diameter on the frequency was measured in the experiment (Figure 3d) and corresponded well to the theoretical evaluation (see the Supporting Information).
tubular 3D tissue constructs. As shown in Figure 4e, the constructs consisted of three layers of spheroids. The surface of spheroids exhibited the typical morphology of myospheres. It should be noted that the incubation time in the magnetoacoustic field was insufficient for the full spheroids fusion; therefore, the contours of individual spheroids were distinguishable. However, the constructs had a whole structure with enough physical strength for subsequent manipulations.

2.4. Functional Testing of 3D Tissue Constructs

To evaluate the ability of hbSMCs within biofabricated tissue to contract in response to the addition of physiological vasoconstrictor, we incubated them with 50 × 10⁻⁹ M endothelin-1. As shown in Figure 4f,g, the agent induced a time-dependent decrease in the area of construct inner hole, indicating that the contractile response had occurred. The lumen area reduction is an indicative parameter for the in vitro model of a hollow organ with a muscle wall. In our experiments, the lumen significantly decreased after the constrictor addition—up to 70% from the initial diameter, compared to the intact control—90%. Most of the reduction in the area occurred within the first 120 min after endothelin-1 addition. Incubating for another 60 min did not lead to further contraction. Thus, we demonstrated the functional activity of tubular hollow tissue-engineered construct.

3. Discussion

The main idea of the current work was the development and experimental validation of novel biofabrication technology—magnetoacoustic levitational bioassembly of 3D tissue-engineered constructs. Although there is a growing list of published papers about discrete magnetic or acoustic levitational bioassembly, it is the first report to the best of our knowledge about hybrid magnetoacoustic levitational bioassembly of functional human tissues. To develop the named approach, in this study we carried out the following technological steps: i) developing the hardware that enabled magnetoacoustic levitational bioassembly, ii) performing mathematical modeling and realized formative biofabrication of complex biological structures such as rings or tubes, and iii) testing the functionality of biofabricated 3D tissue-engineered tubular construct.

Previously we have already described the magnetic levitational bioassembly of spherical nonhollow 3D tissue construct from spheroids consisted of a human chondrosarcoma cells.[17] Obtained data confirmed the preservation of cell spheroids viability and their fusion ability in a high magnetic field in the presence of Gd⁺⁺ salts. In the current study, we designed a custom agarose cuvette enabling biofabrication of tubular construct and theoretically more complex geometric forms using the acoustic field. Moreover, the assembly of a tissue construct in a magnetoacoustic field hardly could be possible without preliminary mathematical modeling, which allowed us to predict the rate of assembly and to optimize the range of experimental conditions in a situation with rather high consumption of resources, mainly electricity, by unique magnet infrastructure of European magnetic field laboratory.

The widespread occurrence of congenital or acquired defects in the urinary system resulting from injuries or degenerative diseases determines the stable need for the creation of tissue-engineered implants (such as urethral grafts) suitable for reconstructive plastic surgery.[19,20] Nowadays, it has become apparent that the use of cellular components is crucial for restoring the architecture and functional activity of substituted tissues. Thus, it was shown that cell-seeded (with autologous bladder epithelial and SMCs) tubular collagen scaffolds can be used to repair long urethral defects, whereas scaffolds without cells lead to poor tissue development and strictures.[17] In the current study, we fabricated a tubular 3D tissue construct from human bladder SMCs. The resulted construct consisted of three layers of spheroids, which theoretically can form three muscle layers of the wall of a mature bladder—external longitudinal, middle circular, and internal oblique—if appropriate conditions for its postassembly maturation would be created. In follow-up studies, we plan to add spheroids from urogenital epithelial cells to mimic the structure of the natural urinary system walls. Although we have focused on the creation of tissue construct from hbSMCs, we suppose that our approach could also be applied to other tubular structures such as blood vessels, colon, and trachea.

In terms of biofabrication, besides the assessing of viability and morphological characteristics, the most important property for the tubular constructs assembled from SMCs spheroids is the confirmation of their functional activity. Thus, the capacity of muscular tubular constructs to contract in the presence of vascular constrictors or relax in the presence of vasodilator is considered as a proof of its functionality.[42,43] In our study, the tubular construct fabricated from hbSMCs also responded to the stimuli of vasoconstrictor endothelin-1. Such effects of assembled smooth muscle tissue can be utilized as a potentially very predictive in vitro model for testing new cures for bronchial asthma, vascular hypertension, and erectile dysfunction. This approach can be especially useful, given that animal models are sometimes not suitable for testing novel drugs because they do not have corresponding surface cellular receptors repertoire typical for human SMCs.[44]

One of the main problems in the design of tubular organs is still the difficulty of obtaining complex geometry that mimics the structure of native tissues. It is especially true for the formation of the microscale cell layers organization and the extracellular matrix production, which are necessary to recreate the complex anatomical architecture of the tubular organ networks having multiple bifurcations or physiological thickenings in the regions of maximum hydrostatic pressure.[45]

The proposed method of hybrid magnetoacoustic levitation bioassembly is aimed at overcoming existing technological barriers. In particular, the spatial distribution of biological objects could be determined only by the applied fields, and compared with traditional methods of biofabrication, it does not depend on the physicochemical properties of biomaterials included in scaffolds or “bio-ink” compound. Thus, the magnetoacoustic bioassembly method can be considered as a consistent extension of the “scaffold” concept, when only physical fields are used for temporary support of cells or their aggregates. Moreover, this approach makes it possible to abandon the use of natural or synthetic biomaterials completely, the clinical use of which is still associated with the risks of developing immunological
rejection or imperfect resorption, often causing the development of inflammatory reactions or fibrosis in the recipient’s body.

Thus, further development of the magnetoacoustic levitation bioassembly seems to be reasonable and could be facilitated by both improving the technological settings of the magnetoacoustic devices as well as by complementing them with flow bioreactor systems to support the fusion of spheroids thus formatting the physiological and structural determinants in the resulting tissue constructs.

4. Conclusions

In the current study, we have realized the hybrid magnetoacoustic levitational bioassembly of 3D functional tubular tissue-engineered constructs from hbSMCs myospheres. In general, our experiments gave the proof-of-concept for utilizing the solid scaffold-free, nozzle-free, and label-free magnetoacoustic levitation bioassembly for rapid biofabrication of tissue and someday organ constructs with complex geometry. Further scaling of the technology and development of conveying flow bioreactor systems will approach the creation of personalized implants corresponding to the anatomical and physiological characteristics of the patient’s organs in order to improve the clinical outcome. Overall, the hybrid magnetoacoustic levitational bioassembly comprises a new emerging technology platform in the rapidly evolving field of formative biofabrication.

5. Experimental Section

Magnetooacoustic Setup: To enable magnetic levitation, a 50 mm bore 31 Tesla Bitter magnet was used (Figure 5). The monitoring technique of the assembly process by using a system of mirrors and a digital camera is shown in Figure 5. For the biofabrication process, a cuvette contained piezoceramic cylindrical and ring-shaped ultrasonic transducers, light-emitting diodes, an optical mirror for monitoring, and agarose container for tissue spheroids was designed (Figure 6a–c). The detailed description of the experimental setup construction is available in the Supporting Information. Piezoceramic cylindrical transducer generated standing ultrasound waves at frequencies, providing the assembly of tissue spheroids into the ring- and tube-shaped tissue constructs. The ring-shaped transducer coupled with focusing parabolic plate, placed above the cylinder transducer, and focused inside its hollow space was used to provide mixing of tissue spheroids before the initiation of the assembly process (Figure S3, Supporting Information).

The agarose container with tissue spheroids and culture medium containing $20 \times 10^{-3} \text{mg} \text{adobutrol}$ (Figure 6d) was placed inside the cylindrical transducer, as shown in Figure 6e. The agarose density and sound speed are very close to water values, so the use of the agarose container instead of traditional plastic or glass was essential to avoid additional wave reflection and distortion. The assembled cuvette was placed inside the Bitter magnet (Figure 6f,g) with the magnetic field intensity $\approx 9.5 \text{T}$. The formation of the ring- and tube-shaped structures of different diameters was achieved by the application of acoustic waves with several resonant frequencies in the range from 0.5 to 1 MHz. The nominal amplitude of the acoustic wave at the outlet of the generator was up to 10 V.

To create the most efficient standing wave by the cylindrical transducer, the resonance of the system was reached and a maximum of output power at the same time was achieved. Putting the transducer inside the cuvette and adding the culture flask and reflector into the system could change the electric power function of the frequency and shift resonances. The frequency dependence of the transducer electric power was measured to adjust parameters of the maximum power. It was found that the maximum of the transducer emitted energy corresponded to the frequency 0.64 MHz, and also, the number of secondary resonances exists (Figure 6h). This frequency set communicated to various configurations of standing ultrasound field and allowed the creation of tubular constructs with different diameters (see the Supporting Information).

After the assembly, tissue construct was held in the maintaining magnetoacoustic field for 8 h to complete the fusion of tissue spheroids. At the end of the biofabrication process, the obtained tissue construct was carefully transferred from the magnetoacoustic setup to culture plates for further functionality testing and histological analysis.
Figure 6. The construction of cuvette with acoustic transducers: a) the scheme of the cuvette (offset section), b) the scheme of the cuvette with separated elements, c) the cuvette fulfilled with liquid, d) 3D model of agarose cuvette with tissue spheroids inside, e) agarose cuvette inside the cylindrical transducer, f) the installation of the cuvette in the Bitter magnet, g) the Bitter magnet, used in experiments (side view), and h) the frequency dependence of the transducer electric power at an ideal load of 50 Ω. Profile peaks correspond to the resonance frequencies. Assembly of particles was performed near these frequencies.

Numerical Simulation of Assembly: Calculation of the Magnetic Field, Acoustic Field, Dynamics of Particle Motion: The design of the experimental setup was based on the numerical simulation results. Such estimates were necessary to determine the ultrasound pressure distribution and to simulate the action of acoustic radiation and magnetophoretic forces. Estimation of the optimal parameters for the experiment was performed by the finite element method using the COMSOL Multiphysics and Matlab software. A radially polarized piezoelectric cylinder created the acoustic field with internal and external radii of respectively 8 and 10 mm and 20 mm in length. In the experiment, the spheroids localized in the inner region of the piezoelectric cylinder, so it was necessary to obtain a high level of homogeneity of the field in the vertical direction. However, the real field structure was not entirely homogeneous: surface acoustic waves inevitably arise at the transducer-liquid boundary, and this fact with even small defects of the transducer surface, in turn, leads to variations of the amplitude of the acoustic pressure.\(^{[47]}\) The installation length of 30 cm was chosen to reduce the reflection from its sides, which potentially could disrupt the structure of the standing wave inside the piezoelectric cylinder.

Based on the resulting acoustic pressure field, the Gor’kov radiation force, acting on a spherical particle placed in an acoustic field, was found.\(^{[48,49]}\) The properties of the model particles corresponded to the physical characteristics of real tissue spheroids (ultrasound velocity was 1600 m s\(^{-1}\) as for muscle tissue,\(^{[30]}\) the density was 1050 kg m\(^{-3}\), and the diameter was 0.2 mm).

The distribution of the magnetic field was taken from the experimental data of the previous study\(^{[37]}\) while the magnetic field was varying along the vertical axis. The magnetophoretic force was calculated according to previous settings\(^{[37]}\) with the current experimental parameters: relative magnetic permeability of spheroids and medium were \(\mu_{sph} = 0.999992\) and \(\mu_f = 0.999994\), respectively, the intensity of the magnetic field was 9.5 T.

The particle trajectories were calculated by solving the dynamic equations of motion under the action of the acoustic radiation force, the magnetophoretic force, the Stokes drag force, the elastic force of particle-particle interaction, and the gravity force.

Cell Culture: hbSMCs were purchased from ScienCell (Cat. No. 4310) and cultured in serum-free medium for SMCs with growth supplements (Cat. No. 1101, ScienCell, USA). The cells were incubated at 37 °C in a humidified atmosphere with 5% CO\(_2\) and routinely splitted at 85–95% confluence. Single-cell suspension preparation was performed using mild enzymatic dissociation with a 0.25% trypsin/0.53 \(\times\) 10\(^{-3}\) m Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) solution (Cat. No. P043p, Paneco, Russia). Cells were free of mycoplasma contamination as verified using the 4',6-Diamidino-2-Phenylindole (DAPI). (Cat. No. D1306, Invitrogen, USA) staining protocol.

 Formation of Tissue Spheroids Using MicroTissues 3D Petri Dishes: The tissue spheroids were routinely prepared using MicroTissues 3D Petri dish micromolds (Z764019-6EA, 81 circular wells 800 μm × 800 μm,
Sigma-Aldrich, USA) according to manufacturing protocol. Briefly, hbSMC cells were harvested from the culture flasks and then suspended in cell culture medium at the concentration of 6.8 × 10^6 cells per milliliter. After that, 190 μL of suspension was placed into each 81-well nonadhesive agarose mold, and molds were placed in 12-well culture plates (Nunc, USA) and covered with complete growth media after 1 h. The resultant tissue spheroids contained 1.6 × 10^7 cells.

**Spheroid Fusion Assay:** Spheroid fusion assay was performed using ultralow-adhesive spheroid microplates (Cat. No. 4520 Corning, USA). Pairs of 1 d old tissue spheroids (16 000 cells per spheroid) were placed together in the wells and incubated with 0, 20 × 10^3, and 50 × 10^3 m gadobutrol (Gd-DO3A-butfol, "Gadovist", Bayer PHarma AG, Germany) for 24 h. Bright-field images of spheroid doublets were obtained at points 0, 2, 4, 6, and 24 h using Nikon Eclipse Ti-S microscope (Figure S4, Supporting Information). Contact length, intersphere angle, and doublet length were measured using Image J 1.48v software (The National Institutes of Health (NIH), Bethesda, MD, USA) and plotted as a function of time using GraphPad Prism software (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA).

**Determination of Spheroid Diameter and Roundness Distribution:** Tissue spheroids were biofabricated and captured at 1st day using bright-field imaging at inverted microscope Nikon Eclipse Ti-S, Japan. Spheroid diameters and roundness were measured using Image J 1.48v software (NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA). Briefly, all original grayscale images were converted to simplified threshold images under the same converting condition and the edges of the spheroids were automatically detected. MinFeret’s diameters of the exposed spheroid edges were measured initially as pixels and converted to micrometers by comparing it to a reference length. Roundness was measured using Image J 1.48v shape descriptor and calculated using Equation (1)

\[
\frac{4 \times \text{area}}{\pi \times (\text{major axis})^2}
\]  

(1)

**Estimation of Tissue Spheroids Viability at Different Concentrations of Gadobutrol:** The viability of tissue spheroids was assessed using the CellTiter-Glo 3D kit (Cat. No. G9682, Promega, USA) according to the manufacturer protocol. 1 d old tissue spheroids (16 000 cells per spheroid) were exposed to 0, 20 × 10^3, 50 × 10^3, and 250 × 10^3 m gadobutrol for 24 h. Then CellTiter-Glo 3D kit was added and luminescence was recorded after 60 min incubation using VICTOR X3 Multilabel Plate Reader (Perkin Elmer, USA).

**Live/Dead Assay:** Cell viability within tubular construct made from hbSMC spheroids was monitored using the Live/Dead Cell Double Staining Kit (Cat. No. L3134, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol after 8 h of incubation in a magnetic field. The tubular construct was incubated with a solution containing Calcein acetoxymethy (AM) and propidium iodide (PI) at 37 °C for 30 min. After washing with Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, Cat. No. 18912-014, Gibco, USA) the tubular construct was visualized by fluorescent microscopy (Nikon Eclipse Ti-S, Japan).

**Histological Analysis:** After assembly in a high magnetic field, samples were fixed in PBS-buffered 4% paraformaldehyde solution (Cat. No. P6148, Sigma-Aldrich), then put in melted 2% agarose gel (Cat. No. Am-0710-0.1, Helicon, Russia), and finally embedded in paraffin (Merck, Germany). Dewaxing was carried out using xylene and a battery of downstream alcohols. Serial sections with a thickness of 4 μm were cut with Micromote Microm HM355S (Thermo Fisher Scientfic, USA), mounted on poly-l-lysine coated glass, and routinely stained with hematoxylin-eosin (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany).

**SEM:** Tubular construct made from hbSMC spheroids was fixed with PBS containing 2.5 v/v% gluteraldehyde (Cat. No. G5882, Sigma-Aldrich, USA), dehydrated through ethanol series, and then was dried in a critical point dryer (HCP-2, Hitachi Koki Co. Ltd., Japan). The sample was transferred on a stub of metal with an adhesive surface, coated with gold using ion coater (IB-3, EIKO, Japan), and then observed using the microscope JSM-6510 LV (JEOL, Japan).

**Mechanical Testing:** The mechanical properties of tissue spheroids were measured using a microscale parallel-plate compression testing system Microsquisher (CellScale, Canada) with associated SquisherJoy software. Tissue spheroids (16 000 cells per spheroid) were prepared using MicroTissues 3D Petri dish micromolds. 1 d old tissue spheroids were exposed to 0, 20 × 10^3, 50 × 10^3, and 250 × 10^3 m gadobutrol for 24 h before mechanical characterization. For mechanical testing, spheroids were placed in a PBS-filled bath at 37 °C and compressed to 50% deformation in 20 s. The microbeam with diameters 304.8 μm (recommended max force 917 mN) was employed. The force-displacement data obtained from the compression test were converted to stress–strain curves, and the lower portion of the curve (0–20% strain) was used to obtain a linear regression line and estimate Young’s modulus. In each group, eight samples of spheroids were measured.

**Tubular Construct Contraction Assay:** The tubular construct was treated with 50 × 10^3 m endothelin-1 (Cat. No. E7764, Sigma-Aldrich, USA). The contraction of the construct was registered at points 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 60, 120, and 180 min using the Nikon Eclipse Ti-S microscope. The area of tubular construct’s inner hole was measured using Image J 1.48v software (NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA) and plotted as a function of time using Graph-Pad Prism software (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA).

**Data Analysis:** Statistical data were analyzed using GraphPad Prism software (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA) and represented as mean ± the standard error of the mean (S.E.M). The analysis of variance test was used to find the significant differences between the means of the three and more groups with P-value < 0.0001.
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